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RxBLU Enhancements Build 3.0.7 
 
All of us at Cypress Software want to thank each of you for your valued thoughts and ideas that go into making RxBLU™ 

products the best they can be.   That being said, many of the changes that have been described below came from you.   Some 
are offered as an option that will require a request from you to enable the feature.  We value our continued relationship!     
 
Profile Sorting 
When viewing a patient profile, if you click the top profile column titles of Rx, Filled, or Medication, the profile will be sorted 
on that the clicked title. 
 

 
 
Profile Menu Button  
A new button is visible from the top of the profile.  The options to select are the same options as the “Right-Click” options. 
 

 
 
Adjudicate from Profile Button  
While viewing a patient profile, you can go into the adjudication window to make necessary claim changes.   Exiting will take 
you back to the same patient profile.  
 
Visible Profile 
The patient profile now is visible when viewing the adjudication window.   Prior versions always defaulted to the workflow 
ques. 
 
Deleting of an entire Prescription 
When pressing the “Delete” button at the bottom of the profile, if the prescription is considered new (e.g., no refills 
processed), it will ask for the pharmacist password to delete the entire prescription from profile.  The event is recorded in the 
audit table. 
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Accutane Tracking 
When processing an Rx for Accutane, the Risk Management Authorization# is required before the prescription can be 
processed. 
 
 
Sig Search 
You can now search for a word within a sig phrase.   Using the “SIG” maintenance button,  
 

 
 
Daily Unpaid Queue 
There is now a queue to present all prescriptions filled for the current day that are in an unpaid status.   This queue is for 
general information.   Normal processing of the prescription should be followed to correct the unpaid status. 
 
Auto Adjudicate – Print - Close 
There is now an option automatically print a label and close the adjudication window after the claim has been submitted and 
paid.   This option includes the ability to set the threshold or minimum margin.   If the margin falls below your desired 
amount, then the adjudication window will not print and close.  Auto print and close will not occur if the claim is rejected. 
 
Prescription Bypass Signing 
The program can now be setup to assign a general signature which marks the prescription as picked up and signed for.   This 
option is available if you are using our integrated POS or Sign Tablet.  Contact our support staff if you would like this turned 
on. 
 
Refills Remaining Visible in Workflow Que 
The refills remaining value is included when viewing the workflow ques. 
 
Finding a Prescriber by State License Number 
If you begin with a dash character on the prescriber line, followed by the state license number, the program will search for 
the prescriber by the license number.    (e.g., -AB12345). 
 
Multi-Ingredient Compounding (Quantity) 
The formula total quantity is now being saved properly on the compound recipe form. 
 
Manufacture Included 
When viewing the generic equivalent listing, the manufacture has been added to the view. 
 
Autofill Status Clearing 
A correction has been made to prevent the autofill setting from being cleared when the Cycle-fill setting is cleared.  Previous 
versions inadvertently clear this setting. 
 
Cycle-Fill indicator 
When copying a prescription to a new number that has a Cycle-fill indicator, that indicator is carried over to the new number 
and the old number is automatically discontinued. 
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Refined Drug Search 
Prior versions provided a wider range of medications found when searching by drug name.    The program now displays only 
the items that best match what was originally typed by you. 
 
Ability to Scan a paper copy over an eScript 
You can now scan a paper prescription when the current Rx has an origin of an eScript.  The scanned image will be available 
to view along with viewing the eScript electronic image.   You will be prompted to choose. 
 
Option to hide HOLD Message 
Currently, when you select a prescription that is on hold, the program alerts you that it’s on hold and voided.   This prompt 
can be suppressed and hidden to just go into the refilling process.    
 
Search patient by First Name 
When beginning with a comma followed by the first name, the program will search by first name only.  (e.g.,  ,Ronald). 
 
Compounds – “SaveAs” 
The compound recipe form now has a “SaveAs” button on the far left, bottom corner.  This button will create a new 
compound rather than updating the existing.  The source drug name will need to be updated to match the newly created 
compound. 
 
Compounds – Master NDC 
The root master NDC number has been added to the compound recipe window. 
 
Delete Button in Workflow Que 
The “Delete” key will now delete any workflow entry.  This can be used as an option to the right-click button for clearing 
workflow entries. 
 
Revised Prescription Grouping 
When selecting multiple Rx’s for any given patient, only the remaining selected prescriptions will show in the refills ready que 
until all have been refilled.   Pressing the workflow que or refresh will return back to the full view of all prescriptions, 
regardless of patient. 
 
Texting of Old Prescriptions 
When verifying a prescription that is over 30 days old, the program will NOT send a pickup text message to the patient.  
 
ESCAPE Key to Clear 
When viewing a patient profile (regardless of checking mode), if the ESCAPE key is pressed, the program clears the screen and 
takes you back to the home screen.  
 
Texting Patient Button 
When clicking the “T” button for Texting, this will turn on or turn off the texting feature for the displayed patient.   When 
turned on the texting feature, the cell phone must be present. 
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Point of Sale Counseling  
If clicking and entering any text in the “Counseling” button at the bottom of the profile, that message will be displayed at the 
point-of-sale process.  If you would like these messages to display at the point-of-sale register, contact us to have this feature 
enabled. 

 
 
 
 
 


